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COMPANY ANNOUNCEMENT

Datatrak Holdings plc 

Announces confirmation of contracts by subsidiaries

Date of Announcement 9 October 2008
Reference 88/2008
Listing Rule LR8.6

The following is a company announcement issued by Datatrak Holdings p.l.c. pursuant to 
Malta Stock Exchange Bye-Law 5.03.02 and the MFSA Listing Authority Listing Rule 8.6:

QUOTE

Datatrak Holdings plc, through its subsidiaries Datatrak Solutions Ltd and Datatrak Italia srl, 
have just concluded four separate multi year contracts in the United Kingdom, Italy  and 
Libya, whereby Nilfisk Advance, Easy Trade srl, IB Service srl and Medilink International 
have separately signed up for Datatrak’s proprietary mobile and route optimisation 
solutions.

Nilfisk Advance (UK), a world leading manufacturer of professional cleaning equipment and 
part of the Danish based NKT Group, an international Group consisting of more than 80 
companies employing over 9000 employees worldwide, shall be equipping its on-the-field 
engineers and technicians with Datatrak’s workforce management and job processing 
solution, ‘DispatchIT’ to cover maintenance and repair services of its products across the UK 
territory.

In Italy, Easy Trade, a subsidiary of the private postal operator Gruppo InPosta SpA, signed 
up for the  combined use of DispatchIT and RouteIT for its postal operations, whereby 
through RouteIT, Easy Trade will be in a position to plan and optimise the routes to be 
followed on a daily basis by its postal operators. A third contract was signed with IB Service, 
a franchisee of KiPoint of Gruppo PosteItaliane, for the use of DispatchIT across its fleet and 
parcel delivery persons.

Datatrak has also secured a multi year contract with Medilink International, a service 
provider offering a complete range of medical services, which international clients require when 
establishing and running operations in Libya.  Medilink, will be equipping its subscribers with a 
datatrak emergency location based solution allowing its emergency services and ambulances to 
reach its clients in distress as quickly as possible

UNQUOTE

Louis de Gabriele
Company Secretary


